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On November 17, 1986 with the reactor at 0% power and the mode switch in
" REFUEL", operations at Nine fiile Point Unit 2 (Nf1P2) suspended control rod
testing (single rod withdrawals). This decision was based on the uncertainty of
secondary containment integrity due to the discovery of potential breaches in
various safety related fire barriers without the exact number or locations of
these breaches being known.

Upon concluding that none of the breached penetrations crossed secondary
| containment boundaries, control rod testing resumed. However, the breached fire

barriers did constitute a violation of Technical Specification Section 3.7.8,
" Fire Rated Assenblies".

Corrective Actions Taken

(1) Fire watch patrols have been established in the affected fire zones.

(2) All breaches possible were sealed per fNP2 fiodification PN2Y86MX142.

(3) As a fire zone is brought into conpliance with FSAR section 9A.3.5.1.2 the
|

fire watch patrol in that fire zone will be renovei.
1

, (4) A letter has been issued to all project supervision to ensure all open
| itens are properly identified on formal tracking systens. p
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On November 17,1986 at 1505 with the reactor at 0% power and the mode switch in
" REFUEL", the operations department at Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP2) suspended
control rod testing (single rod withdrawals) due to the uncertainty of secondary
containment integrity. Earlier that day Niagara Mohawk (NMPC) site design
engineering learned of several hundred unsealed conduits breaching various safety
related fire barriers. Since the location of these breaches was not innediately
known, secondary containment integrity could not be assured. But, upon further
investigation it was concluded that the secondary containment integrity was not
affected by the fire barrier breaches. Therefore, control rod testing resumed.

On the same day, the fire barriers were declared inoperable and fire watch
patrols were established in the affected fire zones per Technical Specification
3.7.8. The breached fire barriers have been in this configuration since the
receipt of the MiP2 operating license on October 31, 1986.

II. CAUSE OF EVENT

FSAR Section 9A.3.5.1.2 requires penetration seals (which provide a fire rating
equal to the rating of the barrier itself) for openings through fire barriers
which separate fire areas for pipe, conduit, and cable trays.

Several small diameter (3/4" and 1") field run enbedded conduit fire barrier
penetrations were not sealed during the construction phase of MiP2. (This
affected approxinately 450 junction boxes throughout the plant.)

The root cause for this failure to seal these conduit fire barrier penetrations
is the failure of the contractor to follow established procedures for identifying
incomplete construction work. The means of identifying incomplete construction
work was to create an open item list on a formal tracking system. The
contractor's construction department failed to do this as required by
administrative procedures.

The contractor's construction department rediscovered that the field routed
enhedded conduit required sealing. This work received low priority.
Additionally, the contractor's engineering department comitted to an analysis to;

! determine if this conduit needed sealing or met the performance requirements
without sealing. However, neither the contractor's engineering or construction
department established, in a timely manner, the incomplete status of the conduit
penetrations on a formal tracking mechanism. This was not done until November
1986, after receipt of the N1P2 operating ifcense. By this time the incomplete
cnnstruction of these fire barrier conduit penetrations constituted a Technical
Specification violation,
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| III. ANALYSIS OF EVENT
4.

Our assessment is that the present as-built condition of the fire barriers still
would provide a significant measure of fire protection between fire zones. This
position is justified by the following:

(I) Small size of opening - The surface area of the worst case fire b6rrier'
breach (which is the sum total of all breaches in a fire barrier) is
significantly less than that of a standard fire rated door with an
undercut of 3/4". (See calculation on page 4)

(2) Normally closed conduit - the enbedded conduit terminates in an enclosed
box and is sealed by its continuous connection to a lighting or
connunication fixture or by a coverplate.

(3) Heat sink capability of the concrete fire barrier - each small dianeter
enhedded conduit typically has a ten to forty foot run through the fire
barrier, which provides a heat sink for the condensing and cooling hot
gases as they flow through the conduit.

Considering the inherent strengths of the present fire barrier configuration we
can conclude that the barrier will still provide significant protection against
fire propagation. Additionally, the fire zones affected also utilize other
methods of fire detection and suppression such as smoke / heat detectors and water
and Carbon Dioxide suppression systems (as applicable). These systens provide
early warning of a fire for pronpt fire department response which in addition to
the supplied suppression systens (as applicable), would aid in nitigating any
consequences of the fire.

Therefore, considering the defense in depth design of the fire protection
systens, the inpact to plant safety from these unsealed conduits is considered
min ima l .

I V. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN

(1) Fire watch patrols were established in the affected fire zones in '

accordance with Technical Specification Section 3.7.8.

(?) A nodification was issued (#PNPY86fiX142) to seal the non-conforning
conduits in accordance with FSAR Section 9A.3.5.1.2. The najority of this

work was completed by late Decenber 1986 Twenty four junction boxes
affecting 17 fire hazards were not brought in compliance with the
specification due to cable fill. In light of this the fire watch patrols

are being naintained until this problem can be resolved either by
licensing or design resolution.

(3) As a fire zone is brought into compliance with FSAR section 9A.3.5.1.2 the
fire watch patrol in that fire zone will be renoved.

(4) A letter has been issued directing all project supervision to be sure that
all open items (construction, design, and operational) are properly
identified on fornal tracking systers using appropriate nechanisms.
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V. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

No other NMP2 LER's cover events sinitar to that discussed in this report.

Calculation of the surface area of the worst case fire barrier breach.

Assumptions:

1) Calculation does not account for the reduction in flow surface area due to
cables in the conduit.

2) One fire door per fire hazard,

n: nurter of unsealed conduit penetrations through the worst case fire
barrier = 13

d: diameter of the conduit = 1.00 inch
A(c): x-sectional area of the conduit = (3.14 * d * d)/4 = .7854 square inches
A(w): total surface area of all unsealed conduit through the worst case fire

barrier
A(w)= n * A(c) = 10.2 square inches
H(D): maximum height of standard fire door undercut = 0.75 inch (clearance, door

bottom to floor)
W(D): width of standard fire door = 3.0 feet = 36.0 inches
A(D): surface area of standard fire door undercut
A(D)= H(D) * W(D) = 27.0 square inches

Therefore, the permitted open area A(D) of a rated fire door is greater by
approximately a factor of 3 than the worst case unsealed (but enclosed by a
junction box) fire barrier conduit penetration A(w).

Identification of Components Referred to in this LER

IEEE 803 IEEE 805
Component EIIS Funct Systen ID

Conduit CND FA
Penetration PEN FA
Fire Detector 28 IC
Fire Prot. (Water) N/A KP
Fire Prot. (Carbone Dioxide) N/A KO
Fire Detection N/A IC
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January 30, 1987

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

RE: Docket No. 50-410
LER 86-03 - Revision 01

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, we hereby submit the
following Licensee Event Report:

LER 86-08 Which is being submitted in accordance with
I'evision 01 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (i) (B), "Any operation

Technical Specifications;y the plant's
or condition prohibited b

This revision to LER 86-08 now includes a root cause
analysi s.

;

This Licensee Event Report was completed in the format
designated in NUREG-1022 Supplement 2, dated September 1985.

Very truly yours,

C

Senior Vice President

CVM/asg

Attachments

~U cc: Regional Administrator, Region I
Sr. Resident Inspector, W. A. Cook


